Improving stroke alert response time: applying quality improvement methodology to the inpatient neurologic emergency.
Stroke often leaves its victims with devastating disabilities if not treated promptly. Guidelines recommend that brain imaging be obtained within 25 minutes, yet this benchmark is rarely achieved for the in-hospital stroke. To reduce time to evaluation for strokes occurring in patients already hospitalized, through systematic analysis of current processes and application of standardized quality improvement methodology. Improving the quality of care for in-hospital stroke patients involved 4 key steps: (1) creation of a detailed process map to identify inefficiencies in the current process for identifying and treating hospitalized stroke patients, (2) development of an optimized care pathway, (3) implementation of a checklist of optimal practices for the acute stroke response team and nursing staff, and (4) real-time feedback. Time from stroke alert to initiation of computed tomography (CT) scan was prospectively tracked for the 6-month period prior to intervention. After a 3-month interval for intervention roll-out, the response times for the pre-intervention period were compared to a 6-month post-intervention evaluation period. Pre-intervention median inpatient stroke alert-to-CT time was 69.0 minutes, with 19% meeting the goal of 25 minutes from alert to CT time. Post-intervention median inpatient stroke alert-to-CT time was reduced to 29.5 minutes, with 32% at goal (P < 0.0001). This inpatient stroke alert quality improvement initiative decreased median inpatient alert-to-CT time by 57%, and demonstrated that speed of in-hospital stroke evaluation can be improved through systematic application of quality improvement principles.